Numerical optimization of targeted delivery of charged nanoparticles to the ostiomeatal complex for treatment of rhinosinusitis
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Background: Despite the prevalence of rhinosinusitis that affects 10%–15% of the population, current inhalation therapy shows limited efficacy. Standard devices deliver <5% of the drugs to the sinuses due to the complexity of nose structure, secluded location of the sinus, poor ventilation, and lack of control of particle motions inside the nasal cavity.

Methods: An electric-guided delivery system was developed to guide charged particles to the ostiomeatal complex (OMC). Its performance was numerically assessed in an MRI-based nose–sinus model. Key design variables related to the delivery device, drug particles, and patient breathing were determined using sensitivity analysis. A two-stage optimization of design variables was conducted to obtain the best performance of the delivery system using the Nelder-Mead algorithm.

Results and discussion: The OMC delivery system exhibited high sensitivity to the applied electric field and electrostatic charges carried by the particles. Through the synthesis of electric guidance and point drug release, the new delivery system eliminated particle deposition in the nasal valve and turbinate regions and significantly enhanced the OMC doses. An OMC delivery efficiency of 72.4% was obtained with the optimized design, which is one order of magnitude higher than the standard nasal devices. Moreover, optimization is imperative to achieve a sound delivery protocol because of the large number of design variables. The OMC dose increased from 45.0% in the baseline model to 72.4% in the optimized system. The optimization framework developed in this study can be easily adapted for the delivery of drugs to other sites in the nose such as the ethmoid sinus and olfactory region.
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Introduction
Rhinosinusitis is a common respiratory disease in upper airways and affects 10%–15% of the population worldwide. Around 30 million people in the US suffer from chronic sinusitis, which leads to 0.6 million sinus surgeries and incurs $5.8 billion in healthcare costs per year.1 Women are nearly twice as likely as men to have rhinosinusitis.2 Patients with rhinosinusitis will experience swollen mucosa, excessive mucus secretion, obstructed airway, and blocked drainage from sinus. Symptoms include stuffy nose, coughing, headache, lost sense of smell, facial swelling, sore throat, halitosis, constant tiredness, and fever.3 On some occasions, acute sinusitis can lead to brain infection and other serious complications.4 Among all paranasal sinuses, the maxillary sinus has the largest volume and is more prone to lesions than other sinuses from anatomical obstruction, bacterial or fungal colonization, viral infection, and exposure to allergens and irritants. Moreover, the maxillary sinus does not drain well due to
the high location of the ostium. Due to the proximity to the maxillary teeth as well as frontal and ethmoidal sinuses, infections in the maxillary sinus can easily spread to these neighbors. Although paranasal sinus cancers are rare, they are most commonly found in the maxillary sinuses.6

Treatment of rhinosinusitis includes recovering sinus drainage, eliminating inflammation sources, decongesting the airway, and relieving the pain, which can be achieved by aerosolized inhalation therapy, surgery intervention, saline irrigation, or oral therapy. Inhalation therapy has multiple advantages over oral therapy, such as faster action onset, targeted drug delivery to the inflamed tissue, and lower systemic side effects. However, inhalation treatments with topical medications show only modest therapeutic efficacy, and there is a high rate of functional sinus surgeries in patients with rhinosinusitis. Because the middle meatus (MM) and sinus are poorly ventilated during normal breathing, drug delivery to these regions is limited. Most nasally administered drugs, like nasal sprays, are filtered by the nasal valve and cannot reach the MM or sinuses.7 Nebulizers with small particles and swirling flows have demonstrated significantly improved aerosol delivery beyond the nasal valve region. They also delivered perceivable doses to the sinus; however, the sinus dose is very low (<1%). Moreover, there are considerable unintended depositions into the lungs, which can lead to the irritation of lung tissues. Concerns of pulmonary function deterioration have been raised related to extended inhalation of steroids and insulin.8 One approach to avoid lung deposition is the bidirectional nasal delivery technique, where drugs are released only during oral exhalation with the soft palate closing the nose from the lower airway.7 The setback of this approach is that >95% of the drugs will deposit in regions other than the target site, causing significant waste and adverse side effects.9 More recently, sinus delivery with humming flow or pulsating aerosols is under active investigations, which have demonstrated improved delivery efficiencies to the paranasal sinuses.3,9–12 However, even with these novel strategies, the delivery efficiency to the MM and sinus is limited, that is, <5%, aside from the substantial drug wastes in other regions of the respiratory tract and the associated adverse side effects.1

Among all the complexities of the nose anatomy, there are three challenges that are considered to preclude effective delivery of drugs to the maxillary sinus: the nasal valve, the slit-like opening to the MM, and the narrow ostium to the sinus. The nasal valve has the minimum cross-section area in the nasal chamber and behaves as the flow-limiting sector of the nose. The vena-contracta effects associated with the nasal valve induce elevated particle deposition in the nasal valve area due to the enhanced particle inertial impaction. Previous clinical studies showed that a majority of administered medications with metered-dose inhalers and nasal sprays were wasted in the nasal vestibule and valve regions.1 The second challenge is the slit-opening to the MM, which is formed by two overlapping flaps of turbinate tissues (middle and inferior conchae) and prevents effective air ventilation and particle transport to the MM. During natural breathing, the majority of the air passes through the nasal median passage and only a small fraction of air is ventilated into the MM via the slit opening. The third challenge is the thin ostium to the sinus. Mucus and air from the maxillary sinuses drain into the nose under the middle turbinate through the ostium, which is located high on the nasal lateral wall and opens to the hiatus semilunaris of the MM. The maxillary sinus ostium is a funnel-shaped passage about 3–6 mm in diameter and 1–22 mm in length.13 The area under the middle turbinate is the ostiomeatal complex (OMC), as shown in Figure 1A. Mucus blockage and bacteria proliferation in the OMC are frequent causes of infection in the maxillary sinus. Furthermore, the OMC itself is the most common area for sinusitis disorders and is the primary target for aerosolized drug therapy.13

Electric control of charged particles has been suggested for the targeted drug delivery to the human nose and lungs.14–16 Enhanced particle depositions in the airways due to electrostatic charges were demonstrated in animals and humans, in vitro replicas of airways, and numerical modeling.17–27 Realizing that poor olfactory doses are primarily due to the absence of control of particle motions after their release, Xi et al numerically studied the electrophoretic guidance of charged particles by applying an electric field to the nose.28 In combination with focal drug release, it was demonstrated that the olfactory dosage could reach 90% efficiency. In the same manner, guidance of ferromagnetic drug particles with an appropriate magnetic field could also have the potential to target particles to the olfactory mucosa. The magnetic force required to do so can be achieved by carefully pairing the magnet strength with particle properties.29 Recently, Xi et al numerically demonstrated that it is practical to improve the olfactory delivery efficiency to 45% with magnetophoretic guidance.30 With optimized designs, the delivery efficiency to the olfactory region can be further improved to 67%.31 Considering the secluded positions of the OMC and sinus, as well as virtually no ventilation to these areas, targeted delivery to the maxillary sinus presents an even more formidable challenge than to the olfactory region. As discussed in Si et al a particle released from the nostril tip can go relatively upward to the vicinity of the olfactory region; however, a particle that reaches the maxillary sinus needs to circumvent three obstacles (Figure 1A) and experiences more dramatic direction changes.32 This challenge could be worse in patients with rhinosinusitis who have blocked ostium, obstructed...
Targeted delivery of nanoparticles to the ostiomeatal complex

The objective of this study is to design a drug delivery system targeting charged particles at the OMC in the nasal MM. The rationale underlying the design is that the path of a charged particle can be controlled by applying appropriate electrical force so that it can escape filtrations and reach the target site. This study has three specific aims: 1) to develop a computational model for nose–sinus drug delivery of charged particles, 2) to determine a baseline design of the delivery system to the OMC region, and 3) to identify the optimal OMC delivery system by refining design variables that are related to the device layout, drug particles, and patient breathing. The particle size considered is ~20 nm, and the electrode potentials are <200 V. The nose–sinus model was constructed from MRI images. The gradient-free Nelder-Mead algorithm was used for the design optimization.

**Methods**

**Nose–sinus model and electric-guided delivery system**

MRI scans of a healthy 53-year-old male were used to develop the nose–sinus airway model (Figure 1B). This dataset was initially implemented in 1989 by Guilmette et al to prepare in vitro casts and has been used in multiple simulations and experiments of particle depositions. Image-segmentation software MIMICS (Materialise, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) was used to convert the MRI scans into contours defining the nasal cavity and the maxillary sinus. A surface geometry was constructed from these contours in Gambit.

The diagram of the delivery system for charged particles is shown in Figure 1B and will be discussed in detail in Figure 5. The proposed delivery system consists of multiple electrodes positioned around the nose. After a charged particle is released into the nose, an electric force is exerted onto it and makes it depart from its original path. With a proper electric field, the particle can be guided to the target site with reduced deposition in the anterior nose. To further enhance the delivery efficiency, drug particles can be released into the nose from a selected point instead of the entire nostril, that is, point drug release. In practice, a vibrating mesh nebulizer can be used to generate submicrometer particles, which acquire electrostatic charges through either induction or corona charging. The charged particles subsequently enter a focusing chamber to form a particle beam, which is accelerated to a particular exit speed. The benefit of knowing the particle release velocity is that the particle trajectory can be found, and the path adjustments required for improved depositions can be determined. The target in this study is the
OMC, which hosts the ostium orifice to the maxillary sinus and is where most sinusitis disorders occur.\textsuperscript{41}

**Study design**

**Objective function and design constraints**

The design objective is to maximize the OMC deposition of charged particles subjected to an external electric field. Due to the complex nasal architecture and the poor ventilation to the MM, only a minor fraction of inhaled air and particles can penetrate into the OMC.

Design constraints in this study are the topological feasibility of the electrode layouts, the range of the electric potential, the electrostatic charge limit of particles, and the spatial constraints of the nozzle exit within the nostril. The shape and size of the nozzle exit are limited by the operational feasibility, which has a rectangular shape and an area of 5.25 mm\(^2\) in this study. The inhalation speed is 0.1 m/s. The particle diameter is 20 nm. The electrode voltage is below 220 V, and the maximal particle charge number is 150, which is 42% of the Rayleigh limit (356.7) for 20 nm particles.\textsuperscript{42}

**Design variables**

There are three categories of design variables: device-related, particle-related, and patient-related. The device-related variables include the drug release position, the nozzle shape, and three electrode groups (E-groups). Among the three E-groups, the first E-group aims to reduce nasal valve filtrations and contains four electrodes, the electric potentials of which are parameterized with B1, T1, T2, and T3. Similarly, the second E-group has one electrode (B2) that facilitates particles to enter the MM through the slit opening, while the third E-group has two electrodes (C1 and C2) to attract particles to the OMC. The point-release position and nozzle shape are parametrized as (x, z, a, and A/z), where A is the nozzle area. The particle-related variables include the density \(\rho\), diameter \(d_p\), and charge number \(n\). The patient-related variable is the inhalation rate, \(V_{\text{in}}\) (m/s). As a result, there are 14 design variables in total (Table 1).

**Process**

Design and optimization of the delivery system were performed in a four-step process. First, the required electric fields for effective particle controls were selected using a two-plate channel. Second, a baseline design was devised that gave relatively satisfactory delivery efficiencies, and the key design parameters were identified by means of sensitivity analysis. Third, design variables that are related to the device, particles, and patients were optimized separately with the baseline design as the starting point. Finally, the three categories of design variables were combined to yield the final optimal solution.

**Optimization algorithm**

The Nelder-Mead algorithm was adopted in this study for its robustness. It is a gradient-free nonlinear optimization technique for problems whose derivatives of the objective function are unknown or very noisy. This algorithm uses the concept of a simplex (a generalized triangle in N dimensions) to control the search direction by comparing the objective function at each test point of the current or triangle. The point that gives the worst result is rejected and replaced with a new vertex, which is the reflection of the centroid of

\[ V_{\text{in}} \]

**Table 1** Design variables of the electric-guided delivery system to the ostiomeatal complex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design variables</th>
<th>Optimization</th>
<th>Inlet</th>
<th>E-1</th>
<th>E-2</th>
<th>E-3</th>
<th>(d_p)</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>(V_{\text{in}})</th>
<th>Full</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Device-related</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet (mm)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>z</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>172.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>162.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>171.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>160.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>–100</td>
<td>–100</td>
<td>–97.5</td>
<td>–100</td>
<td>–100</td>
<td>–100</td>
<td>–100</td>
<td>–70.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>119.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>102.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle-related</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diam (nm)</td>
<td>(d_p)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>136.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient-related</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhale (m/s)</td>
<td>(V_{\text{in}})</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMC delivery (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>48.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The bold numbers are optimized design variables.

**Abbreviations:** OMC, ostiomeatal complex; Diam, diameter; E-1, E-group 1; E-2, E-group 2; E-3, E-group 3; T1, top 1; T2, top 2; T3, top 3; B1, bottom 1; B2, bottom 2; C1, cone 1; C2, cone 2; \(d_p\), particle diameter; \(V_{\text{in}}\), inhalation velocity.
the remaining points, and the search continues. The process generates a sequence of triangles, which progressively get smaller until converging to the optimal position.

**Airflow and particle transport models**

Incompressible and isothermal airflow were assumed in this study, with steady inhalations. The inlet Reynolds number at the nostril was ~64; therefore, the laminar flow model was implemented to resolve the airflow field.

Particle trajectories were computed using the Lagrangian tracking scheme. The particle diameter considered in this study was 20 nm. Aerosols in this size range have very low Stokes numbers and particle inertia. The governing equation of particle motions is:

$$\frac{dv_i}{dt} = \frac{c_p}{c_e} \left( u_i - v_i \right) + g_i + f_{i,Brownian} + f_{i,electric} + f_{i,magnetophoretic}.$$  

(1)

The four terms in the right-hand side of the Equation 1 are drag force, particle gravity, Brownian force, electric force, and magnetophoretic force, respectively. Here, $v_i$ is the particle velocity, $u_i$ is the local fluid velocity, $c_p$ is the drag factor, $c_e$ is the Cunningham slip factor, and $\tau_p$ is the characteristic time required for a particle to respond to changes in the flow field. The electric force is calculated as:

$$f_{i,electric} = neE; \quad E = -\nabla U,$$

(2)

where $n$ is the charge number of the particle, $E$ is the electric field intensity, and $U$ is the electrode potential. The elementary charge $e$ is $1.602 \times 10^{-19}$ C. The governing equation of the magnetic field and magnetophoretic force for a ferromagnetic particle is,

$$B = \mu_0 (H + M); \quad F_{i,magnetophoretic} = \left( \mu_0 m_{eff} \times \nabla \right) H.$$  

(3)

In Equation 3, $B$ is the magnetic flux density, $H$ is the magnetic intensity, $M$ is the magnetization, $\mu_0$ is the permeability of free space, and $m_{eff}$ is the effective magnetic dipole moment. Details of the magnetophoretic force can be found in Xi et al. The simulations were conducted using a finite element analysis software COMSOL (Burlington, MA, USA).

**Results**

**Airflow field, flow partition to the MM, sinus ventilation**

Airflow dynamics inside the nose and maxillary sinus is shown in Figure 2. Inhaled air experiences a 90°-bend in the anterior nose, passes through the turbinate regions, and enters a more spacious nasopharynx. Due to the area expansion, a recirculation zone forms in the nasopharynx (left panel, Figure 2A). The MM is the space between the inferior and middle turbinates (middle panel, Figure 2A); due to its distal location, ~10% of inhaled air is ventilated into the MM (right panel, Figure 2A). In contrast, >50% of inhaled air passes through the median passage. Even less inhaled air (<0.1%) enters the sinus. Only streamlines originating at the middle outer nostril can penetrate into the maxillary sinus (Figure 2B). Furthermore, there is almost no pressure difference between the OMC and the maxillary sinus. The airflow motion inside the sinus is extremely slow (0.02 cm/s) relative to the flows in the median passage (20 cm/s). A weak flow recirculation is observed inside the sinus (Figure 2C).

**Parameter selection**

This section explains how design variables and their design spaces were selected. The particle size of the initial design was selected as 20 nm based on its high charge/mass ratio and high sensitivity to electric or magnetic controls. A slow inhalation rate (0.1 m/s) was chosen so that particles can have sufficient time to respond to the electric guidance. The layout of the electrodes was devised to minimize drug waste in regions other than the target. In particular, the selection of the point-release position and electromagnetic field is detailed in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.

**Point-release position**

The point-release technique has been shown to significantly enhance site-specific drug delivery efficiencies. In this study, these positions are identified inversely by tracing all particles that deposit in the sinus back to their original release position (Figure 3A). The logic is that a particle released from this region (blue-dashed rectangle) has a larger chance to penetrate into the sinus. However, as seen in Figure 3B, even from this region, not all particles penetrate into the sinus or MM. Therefore, it is not feasible to achieve meaningful sinus doses by means of the point-release technique. In this test case, 30,000 particles were released into the entire nostril. Only 29 particles (~0.1%) succeeded in depositing into the sinus (Figure 3B). This ratio is too low to be useful for clinical purposes. Moreover, 99.9% particles deposit on the walls other than the targeted sinus and can cause severe adverse side effects. New techniques that can dramatically increase the sinus doses and minimize wastes in other regions are needed for effective and efficient treatments of acute and chronic rhinosinusitis.
In this study, the nozzle exit was chosen to be a rectangle with a fixed area of 5.25 mm² (Figure 3A). The position and shape were parametrized by the inlet center coordinates \((x, z)\) and the inlet length \(a\) (the width \(b = 5.25/a\) [mm]). The orientation of the inlet is parallel to the lateral wall of the nostril and is 25° from the positive z-direction (Figure 3A).

**Electromagnetic field**

The selection of the magnitude of electrodes and magnets is illustrated in Figure 4. Based on an inlet velocity of 0.1 m/s, a particle size of 20 nm, and a charge number of 100, the required electric field strength for effective particle control can be theoretically obtained. By using Equations 1 and 2, the required electric field strength is calculated as \(2.6 \times 10^{-3}\) V/m for gravity equivalence and is 250 V/m for particle inertia equivalence. With a characteristic length of 20 mm for the human nose, the required electrode differential voltage is 5 V, which is much smaller than 220 V. The electrode potentials in the range of 5–220 V were subsequently tested in a two-plate channel with a height of 20 mm and a length of 200 mm. From Figure 4A, we can observe that there are perceivable trajectory modifications when particles are subjected to an external electric potential of 8 V. The trajectory modification is more pronounced when \(E = 20\) V (Figure 4A).
Once the particle size, inlet velocity, and electric potential were selected, further tests were conducted to see if a magnetic force could be added for more precise control of particle motions. The mutually orthogonal electric and magnetic forces on a charged particle in an electromagnetic field offer a potential of two-dimensional control on particle trajectories. For particles that reach the OMC (outside the sinus), it is especially desirable to further guide them into the sinus by applying a magnetic force normal to the direction of particle motion. Three magnitudes of magnification were

**Figure 3** Point-release position and particle deposition.

Notes: (A) Selection of point-release position using an inverse method and (B) the resultant particle surface deposition without electric guidance. Particles that deposit in the sinus are traced back to their initial-release position. Particles introduced from the rectangle have more chances to enter the sinus. The area of the rectangle is fixed at 5.25 mm², while the width and length (a × b) can change. An extremely low fraction of inhaled particles (0.1%) deposits in the sinus.

**Figure 4** Parameter selection for electric and magnetic fields applicable to the design of a paranasal delivery system.

Notes: (A) Electric field, and (B) magnetic field.

Abbreviation: M, magnetization.
tested for this purpose, and the results are shown in Figure 4B. No discernible response of particle motion was observed for the magnetization of $1\times10^8$ A/m and $1\times10^{10}$ A/m, while substantial course changes were observed when $M=1\times10^{12}$ A/m. Considering that the commonly available magnetization strength is $10^8$ A/m or smaller (e.g., a neodymium magnet), the required magnet strength ($1\times10^{12}$ A/m) is too high to be feasible in this study. As a result, only electric force was used in the subsequent design and optimization of the sinus delivery system.

**Baseline design**

There are two stages in designing the delivery system: 1) development of a baseline design and 2) optimization of the delivery protocol. Figure 5A shows the electrode layout of the baseline model. This model was obtained based on the selected design spaces after a large number of trials and errors. There are seven electrodes around the nose, which are divided into three groups according to their designated functions (Table 1). To guide a particle into the MM that otherwise passes through the median passage, a different path (blue line) from the aerodynamically driven trajectory (red line) should be followed, as shown in Figure 5B. The particle should first move downward to avoid entering the median passage and then move upward to enter the MM through the slit-opening between the inferior and middle turbinates. The first group consists of four electrodes (B1, T1, T2, and T3) and aims to shift the trajectories of inhaled particles both downward and sideways (Figure 5B). The downward motion helps to reduce the nasal valve filtration by allowing the majority of particles passing through the wider, lower part of the nasal valve (upper panel, Figure 5B). The sideways motion will help the particles to deviate from the main airstream and turn to the MM (lower panel, Figure 5B). The second group consists of only one electrode (B2), which is intended to push the particles toward the slit opening of the MM. A precise control of particle motion in the lateral direction is necessary for optimal delivery efficiency considering the slim slit opening. A slight oversteering to the median will increase particle losses to the mucosa of the middle turbinate, and an understeering will increase losses to the nasal lateral surface. The third E-group comprises two cone-shaped electrodes (Figure 5A), which are positioned close to the ostium to concentrate particles into the ostium opening.

The electric field of the baseline delivery system is shown in the lower panel of Figure 5A. The resultant delivery efficiency to the OMC is shown in Figure 5C. In comparison with that without E-guidance, this proposed system significantly improves the OMC delivery, that is, from 0.1% to 45.0% (Figure 5C). However, there are still a considerable amount of particles wasted in the nasal valve (dashed ellipse) and the MM opening (red circle, Figure 5C). In addition, some particles pass the OMC but do not deposit there (red arrow in Figure 5C). As a result, further improvements to the baseline delivery system are still possible by minimizing drug losses in the abovementioned three regions.

**Sensitivity analysis of design variables**

Sensitivity analysis was conducted to examine the effects of individual parameters and identify key design variables (Figure 6). Each variable was tested by varying ±10% of the baseline value, and the result was shown as the percent change from the baseline OMC dosage. Different levels of sensitivity of the OMC deposition to the design variables were observed. It was highly sensitive to the inhalation rate, particle diameter, charge number, and electrode potential above the sinus ostium (C1). On the other hand, the influences of both inlet and the top electrodes (T2 and T3) are observed to be much smaller. This low sensitivity of the two top electrodes can presumably be explained by their indirect influence on the OMC dosage. It is also observed that B1, which lowers the particles in the valve region, exerts a much larger impact on OMC dosages than B2, which drives particles upward into the MM. No influence was observed from the particle density within the test range (±10%).

**Single-component optimizations**

**Optimization of particle release position**

In order to find the best efficiency, all design components listed in Figure 6 were optimized except the particle density. Optimization of the center of the drug-release nozzle ($x, z$) is shown in Figure 7. The nozzle is positioned at the nostril and has a rectangular shape and a fixed area of 5.25 mm² (Figure 3). Figure 7A displays the 3-D plot of the objective functions versus the release position. The Nelder-Mead algorithm explored different points in the design space, which gave different OMC doses and identified the optimal point after 24 steps. The optimization process is also illustrated in Figure 7B with multiple triangles (or simplexes), which progressively shrink in size and converge to the optimal point. At each step, the objective functions of the three points were compared, and the worst was replaced with a new point that was determined by the Nelder-Mead algorithm (Figure 7B). The optimization process stopped when the difference among the objectives is $<1e^{-5}$.

Figure 7C shows the resultant deposition patterns with the optimized release position. Compared with that of the
Baseline model in Figure 5C, particle depositions in the nasal valve and frontal middle turbinate are noticeably reduced. By optimizing the release position, the OMC deposition is increased from 45.0% in the baseline model to 48.8% (Figure 7B).

Optimization of other design variables

Single-component optimizations were conducted in three categories: device-, particle-, and patient-related factors. The device-related factor is further divided into four components: inlet, E-group 1, E-group 2, and E-group 3, as listed
Figure 6 Sensitivity analysis of design variables influencing the OMC delivery efficiency.

Notes: There are 14 design variables in total, which fall into three categories: device-related, particle-related, and patient-related. Each variable was varied by ±10% of the baseline value. The sensitivity results are shown as the percent change from the baseline OMC dose.

Abbreviation: OMC, ostiomeatal complex.

Figure 7 Optimization of the release position (x, z) at the nostril inlet.

Notes: (A) The objective (ie, OMC dose) as a function of the release position, (B) the Nelder-Mead optimization sequence with triangles (T) converging to the point (10.2, 6.1 [mm]), (C) particle deposition pattern with the optimized inlet position, and (D) the time evolution of olfactory deposition for OMC deposition with and without inlet-position optimization.

Abbreviations: OMC, ostiomeatal complex; s, seconds.
in Table 1. The particle-related factor has two components: particle diameter and charge number, while the patient-related factor has one component only (inhalation velocity). Surface deposition pattern of each optimized component is shown in Figure 8A. In comparison with the baseline model, E-group 1 successfully eliminated the nasal valve deposition. However, there was still a considerable amount of particles in the middle turbinate (red arrow, E-group 1, Figure 8A). By optimizing E-group 2, the deposition in the middle turbinate was perceivably reduced, but some depositions in middle turbinate still remained. In particular, more particles were observed eluding the OMC filtration and escaping into the nasopharynx (red arrow, E-group 2, Figure 8A). It is noted that it is the synthesis of design variables, not one individual variable, which determines the delivery efficiency to the target. Deposition patterns of particle- and patient-related components are shown in Figure 8B and C. Noticeable improvements were observed for each component relative to the baseline model.

Comparison of the OMC delivery efficiency among optimized components is shown in Figure 8D and Table 1. Different levels of delivery enhancements were achieved from various components. The E-group 3 gave the largest dosage increase (21.4%), while the E-group 2 gave the least (2.0%). The E-group 1 gave the second largest dose increase (8.2%). Optimizations of particle-related ($d_p$ and $n$) and patient-related ($V_{in}$) components, as well as the inlet, only gave moderate improvements (3.6%–4.4%). This result does not contradict the previous results from the sensitivity analysis as presented in Figure 6, which varies the variable magnitude by ±10%. In contrast, the optimization design variables can vary in a much wider range. For instance, the position of the release point is highly constrained by the nostril orifice, while the electrode potentials are only loosely limited by a practical voltage (220 V in this study). As a result, the electrode optimization leads to the major improvement due to their larger allowable design space compared with the other variables. Moreover, some variables influence the OMC delivery in a highly nonlinear manner, such as the inlet velocity, particle diameter, and charge number, and only induce limited dose increase.

**Multiple-component optimization: efficiency, surface deposition, merits, and weakness**

Effective drug delivery to the OMC depends on the synergy of many factors. Single-component optimization can underestimate the optimal dosages. A full optimization was performed by considering all the three categories of design factors simultaneously. The computational time in this scenario was 148 hours using a 3.2 GHz Dell Precision workstation.

![Figure 8](https://example.com/figure8.png)

**Figure 8** Particle deposition patterns with single-component optimizations.

**Notes:** (A) Device-related, (B) particle-related, and (C) patient-related components. The comparison of OMC delivery efficiency among single-component optimizations is shown in (D).

**Abbreviations:** E-1, E-group 1; E-2, E-group 2; E-3, E-group 3; OMC, ostiomeatal complex.
Figure 7 shows the results of the baseline and optimized designs, with the optimized design variables listed in Table 1. From Figure 9, a 27.4% increase in OMC delivery efficiency was achieved in the optimal design (72.4%) relative to the baseline model (45.0%). The drug loss in the turbinate regions was significantly reduced. In particular, depositions in the nasal valve were entirely avoided (Figures 9A vs 5C). Depositions of drug particles in the optimal design are more focused than those in the baseline model (Figures 9A vs 5C).

Discussion

An optimization framework was presented for the development of targeted delivery system to the OMC with charged nanoparticles. An electric-guided OMC delivery system was proposed based on the unique paranasal structures and was numerically assessed of its performance in a realistic nose–sinus model geometry. The design variables of the abovementioned system (baseline) were further optimized, which included the device layout, particle physical properties, and patient inhalation rates. The OMC delivery efficiency increased from the baseline performance of 45.0%–72.4% with the optimized delivery system. Compared with standard nasal devices such as nasal sprays and pumps, the new delivery system almost eliminated the drug loss in the nasal valve region. Compared with the pulsating aerosol delivery approaches, the new system has the promise to deliver ten times greater doses to the paranasal sinuses.

The most desirable feature of the newly proposed delivery system is its capability to precisely target medications to the OMC, where turbinate mucosal swelling and ostium blockage occur during a sinusitis episode. This is achieved by the synergy of two separate approaches: particle point-release and control of particle motion using electric force. Results of this study demonstrated highly focused particle deposition in the OMC, particularly around the sinus ostium. This focused dose will have the benefits of quicker onset of action, lower systemic side effects, and being more efficacious at lower doses. More and more studies have demonstrated that the dosage at the diseased site, rather than the total dose, should be used as the predictor of clinical outcomes. In addition, the initial site of drug deposition has an important effect on its bioavailability and associated therapeutic effectiveness.

Another advantage of the newly proposed delivery system is its versatility. Drug particles under the control of an electric field are less dependent on inhalation conditions, which makes the proposed device well suited to be used by children, seniors, or patients with difficulties in following the instructed breathing maneuvers. This advantage is especially desirable when medications need to be administered over a sustained period of time. Furthermore, depending on the needs, the proposed device can be readily adapted to deliver drugs either to other regions of the nasal airway, for a different patient, or with drugs of different physical properties (density, size, electrostatic charge, etc). This can be achieved by adjusting the external electric field and breathing conditions specific to that need through the design and optimization as outlined in this study. A delivery device based on this proposed system is intended to be patient-specific, which utilizes...
the patient’s MRI scans to determine the design variables. It can also be used for generic purposes; however, the delivery efficiency will be reduced considering the intersubject variability in nasal anatomy and physiology. In this scenario, uncertainty analysis is needed to quantify the performance variances across a broad spectrum of patients.52

It is also noted that the newly proposed delivery system is capable of targeting drugs at the OMC, not the maxillary sinus itself. With this system, particles cannot enter the sinus due to the secluded location and long, narrow canal shape of the ostium that connect the OMC and sinus. Other studies have demonstrated the feasibility of delivering aerosolized medications (1%–5%) into the sinus with the help of pulsating flows.3,9–12 Even though the maxillary sinus is a closed hollow organ, Hyo et al observed aerosol flows within it when a pressure gradient was applied between the nasal cavity and the maxillary sinus.53 Based on the observation that humming can induce rapid gas exchanges, Maniscalco et al reported more homogeneous distributed particles in the nasal cavity.11 Using a pulsating flow with 100 Hz frequency, Durand et al measured an increase of particle deposition into the sinus by a factor of five.12 It is suggested that by combining the electric-guided protocol with a pulsating flow, more particles can be delivered into the maxillary sinus, with particle transport to the OMC by electric guidance and into the sinus by acoustic waves. The electric guidance and acoustic flows act independently on particle motions and do not interfere with each other. Future studies on delivery systems with both electric and acoustic controls are needed.

In practice, the delivery system will comprise two electrodes within the mouth, three electrodes above the anterior nose, and two electrodes outside the maxillary sinus (Figure 5A). As all electrodes will be outside the body, no surgery is needed in this application. These seven electrodes belong to three groups according to their designated functions and together generate an expected electric field inside the nasal cavity. While high voltages (up to 220 V) are used in the electrodes, the current in them is zero. The electrodes are covered with plastic that negligibly affects the field strength while safely keeping the patient from contacting the voltage source.

The design of the proposed delivery system was based on the nasal airway of a healthy subject. In patients with sinusitis, airway obstruction and sinus ostium blockage caused by the mucosal inflammation lead to more impaired ventilations in the nasal passage and sinus. As a result, it will be more challenging to deliver drugs to the OMC in patients with sinusitis. Modifications of electrode strengths are needed to adapt to the required particle trajectories in patients with sinusitis versus healthy subjects. For severely obstructed airways, decreased OMC delivery doses are expected. Furthermore, therapeutic particles might not enter the maxillary sinus when the diameter of the sinus ostium canal is <1 mm.53 To address these abovementioned challenges, vasoconstrictors can be applied to the patient to ease the airway obstruction before administering therapeutic agents.

Water droplets were tested in this study. Other nasal formulations can also be considered to further improve the OMC dosage or enhance medication absorption rate. For instance, nasal sprays with low-viscosity formulations give greater coverage of the nasal surface than high-viscosity formulations.54 In contrast, high-viscosity formulations can be used to achieve more focused delivery with reduced drug dispersion. Once a particle is trapped in the nasal mucosa, it will be either removed by mucociliary clearance or dissolved and absorbed by the underlying tissue. Adding bioadhesive polymers into nasal sprays prolongs the drug residence time and helps to survive the mucociliary clearance.55 One example is microcrystalline cellulose, which has been commonly used as an absorption enhancer for the treatment of allergic rhinitis.56

A gradient-free algorithm has to be used, and the computational time increases exponentially with the number of design variables.57 For an optimization with two variables (eg, the inlet position), the optimization required 35–50 steps and took about 26–38 hours with a 3.2 GHz Dell Precision workstation. This study optimized 14 design variables. The computational time could be prohibitive if the design optimization started from an arbitrary model or with an open design space. In order to reduce the computational time for optimization, a baseline delivery system with relative satisfactory performance should be used as a starting point. Furthermore, single-component optimization was performed for each key factor to narrow down the design space before multiple-component optimization with all design variables was conducted. The final optimization took 148 hours using a 3.2 GHz Dell Precision workstation.

Some assumptions may influence the realism of the predictions in this study, which include steady inhalations, rigid surface, one particle size, limited electrode layouts, and numerical modeling only. A low inlet velocity (0.1 m/s) was used to decrease the particle inertia and maximize the particle response time to electric forces. Breath holding can also be an alternative to the slow inhalation. The reason underlying the selection of slow inhalation over breath holding herein was that a reference streamline was needed to determine the E-potentials to steer a particle from the reference path to the designated path. The uncertainties
of delivery efficiencies related to breathing variations can be mitigated by telling patients to breathe steadily and by administering drugs only during the steady phase. In this study, 20 nm particles were considered based on their high charge/mass ratio and associated high sensitivity to extremal electric controls. For other particle sizes, a different set of design variables may be needed to give optimal delivery efficiency. The layout of electrodes can be affected by the facial topology and naso–oral anatomy. Additionally, the nose–sinus model in this study was based on medical images of one subject and therefore cannot account for the intersubject variability. Future numerical studies with a larger cohort of image-based nose models as well as experimental validations are needed to assess the performance of this drug delivery technique.

Conclusion
In summary, a delivery system for the topical treatment of rhinosinusitis was developed to target charged nanoparticles at the OMC. Its performance was numerically tested in an image-based nose–sinus model geometry and was optimized in terms of the device-, particle-, and patient-related design variables. Specific findings of this study are as follows:

1) The electric-guided delivery system shows promising results of significantly higher OMC dose than standard nasal devices.

2) With optimized electric control and point drug release, an OMC delivery efficiency of 72.4% can be achieved.

3) The OMC delivery system exhibits high sensitivity to the applied electric field and particle electrostatic charges but is relatively insensitive to the density of the particle.

4) Due to the large number of design variables, optimization is imperative to achieve a sound delivery protocol. The OMC dose increased from 45.0% in the baseline model to 72.4% in the optimized design.

5) The OMC delivery system can be readily adapted for drug delivery to other regions in the nose, for a different patient, or with drugs of different physical properties.
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